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Approximate timeline for the CFP Update process

The CFP Update Process
The Comprehensive Facilities Plan (CFP) Update
documents are tools to aid Minnesota State campuses in
planning, creating, and communicating their Plans.
As you proceed through the CFP Update process, please
feel free to contact us if you have questions.
Information and forms for the Comprehensive Facilities
Plan update process can be found on our website:
www.minnstate.edu/system/finance/facilities/planningprogramming/masterplanning/index.html

Getting Started
Before beginning the update process, the campus must
establish the funding necessary to hire a consultant.
Next, assemble a Comprehensive Facilities Plan Task
Force composed of campus administrative staff, faculty,
students, and community members. This Task Force will
participate fully in the planning process to assist the
consultant and campus leadership in developing the
plan.

A smaller leadership team, selected from the campus’s
facilities and academic leadership, will revisit relevant
sections of the campus master plan on an annual basis
to determine which sections of the document require
modification or additional information. An important
component of the CFP Update is the prioritization of
projects by funding source and by year. This part of the
CFP document will change yearly as work is completed
and priorities are realigned.
After selecting the Task Force, the campus develops the
RFP (Request for Proposals) to solicit proposals from
consultants. All campuses must use the RFP process to
select a consultant, regardless of the anticipated
consultant fee amount. Please contact Michelle Gerner
(651.201.1531, michelle.gerner@minnstate.edu) to
obtain the most current RFP template. The RFP
template contains a recommended timeline for the CFP
update process, similar to the one shown above. The
RFP should describe the full scope of the campus’s
expectations for the consultant, including thorough
descriptions of any special studies or reports the
campus requires as part of the CFP Update.
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The system office will review the RFP prior to its official
release and, if desired, provide a list of potential
consultant firms for the campus to contact. We
recommend that the campus solicit proposals from at
least four or five consultants to ensure a range of
responses.

Selecting a Consultant
The campus (including the Task Force) and the system
office review the consultants’ proposals; the campus may
opt to conduct on-site interviews with select consultants.
When selecting a consultant, cost remains an important
consideration, but campuses are not obligated to select
the lowest-cost proposal. We encourage campuses to
focus instead on consultants’ qualifications; it’s
important to select a consultant whose proposal
demonstrates a willingness to adhere to the schedule
established by the campus and whose areas of expertise
align with the campus’s unique needs or issues.
After the campus has selected a consultant, the system
office can aid in finalizing the contract (or purchase
order) as necessary.
GUIDE TO THE CFP UPDATE PROCESS
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Kick-Off
When a contract or purchase order is in place with the consultant, the campus
should contact Capital Development staff to set up a Kick-Off meeting, which will
include Capital Development, the campus’s core team, and the consultant. At the
Kick-Off meeting, we’ll discuss expectations (especially if it’s the first time this
particular consultant is working on a Minnesota State Comprehensive Facilities
Plan); discuss how to access the eBuilder and Sharepoint sites; and review forms,
lines of communication, and the timeline for the CFP document.
After the Kick-Off, the consultant works with the campus to obtain reference
documents (see the Reference Materials list in the Comprehensive Facilities Plan
Update Guidelines), conduct site visits and surveys, and facilitate meetings with the
CFP task force and other user or community groups. Information gathered from
these meetings will shape the final Plan.

Developing the CFP Document

Responsibilities
Campus

Task
Gather participants/stakeholders; form task force

x

Create draft RFP
Review RFP

x
x

Send RFP to consultants or release publicly

x

Review consultant proposals
Consultant interviews (optional)

x
x

Select consultant and sign contract

x

x

x

x
x

Developing the Plan
Participate in kick-off meeting (conf. call/Webex)

Final Steps

Meetings w/ committee, stakeholders, community
groups

Provide reference materials

x
x

x

x
x

x

Site visits, review existing conditions

x

x
x

Develop document drafts (35%, 65%, 95%)
Review 35% draft

Approximately 10 working days before the scheduled final presentation, the
consultant and a campus representative review a draft of the presentation with the
system office. The campus President, CFO, or other campus representatives (and the
consultant, if desired) then present the final CFP to the Vice Chancellor–Chief
Financial Officer. After the presentation, the Vice Chancellor-CFO, on behalf of the
Chancellor, will issue a letter either approving the plan or requesting that revisions
be made prior to final approval. A CFP is not considered “approved” until presented
to system staff and approved by the system’s Vice Chancellor-CFO.

Review 65% draft

The campus and consultant then finalize the CFP document and submit the 100%
final version to the system office.

Update/revise document as required, following
presentation

Details of what should be included in the final presentation can be found in the
Guide to the Final CFP Presentation.

Submit final 100% Comprehensive Facilities Plan
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System
Office

Getting Started/Selecting a Consultant

At the 35% and 65% draft stages, the system office reviews the draft CFP document
and provide feedback to the campus. The guidelines later in this document provide a
detailed list of what must be included in the CFP document at each draft stage.

The 95% draft document provides the campus and system office the opportunity to
review the nearly-complete document and make adjustments prior to the
presentation of the Plan at the system office.

Consult.

x
x

x
x

x
x
x
x

x
x

Final Steps
Review 95% draft
Review draft presentation (conference call/Webex)
Revise presentation, prepare for final presentation
Final presentation to Vice Chancellor-CFO at system office

Upload final document to system office SharePoint
Upload final document to campus website

x
x
x

x

x
x

x
x

x
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Introduction to the Guidelines
This guidebook is required reading for any college or
university campus and its vendors that seek to update
the campus Comprehensive Facilities Plan (CFP), as it will
offer college and university staff, architects, engineers,
and other vendors the necessary data, processes and
deliverables needed to prepare a successful Plan.

Integrated Planning
The Minnesota State Colleges and Universities system
subscribes to an integrated planning model for its
Comprehensive Facilities Planning processes. Borrowing
from the Society of College and University Planning,
integrated planning is meant “to engage the right people
in the right conversations at the right time in the right
way” to produce plans that are actionable and realistic.

and approved by the system’s Vice Chancellor–Chief
Financial Officer.

3.

An approved Comprehensive Facilities Plan should
balance the need to:

One of the benefits of the integrated planning approach
is the flexibility and durability it offers in producing plans
that can respond to opportunities that may arise through
evolving needs and objectives.








Respond to changing academic programming and
mission
Take care of what we have
Leverage and upgrade existing space
Invest in strategic opportunities
Integrate sustainability principles into overall
campus development
Leverage and integrate technology in a strategic
manner.

The Board of Trustees’ Policy 6.9, Capital Planning,
obligates campuses to maintain an approved
Comprehensive Facilities Plan for purposes of fulfilling
the college's or university's missions of teaching,
research, and public services and to identify the system’s
emerging capital improvement priorities.

Such a Plan, including periodic updates, is designed to
create a short-, medium-, and long-range vision for the
campus that outlines enrollment projections,
accommodates evolving academic missions and
accreditations, accounts for more sustainable
campuses, and offers a clear incremental approach for
facilities development over a short (2-5 years) and
medium term horizon (6-10 years), and a longer time
horizon (20 years). Given the speed of change within
higher education, campuses are now encouraged to
focus their planning on a 5-10 year window.

Approved Comprehensive Facilities Plans

Strategic Initiatives

A five-year updating cycle has been established to
maintain and create a short-term and long-term vision
for campuses. Campuses are encouraged to complete
Comprehensive Facilities Plan updates as often as they
like within the five year timeframe, although a CFP is not
considered “approved” until presented to system staff

The CFP should integrate the Board of Trustees
principles identified in the system’s current Strategic
Framework, namely:

Board Policy

1.
2.

Ensure access to an extraordinary education for all
Minnesotans
Be the partner of choice to meet Minnesota’s
workforce and community needs
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Deliver to students, employers, communities and
taxpayers the highest value/most affordable option.

Campus Comprehensive Facilities Plan Updates

Although the recognized update schedule is on a five
year term, Comprehensive Facilities Plans may be
updated earlier based on major events that might trigger
an update, including for example:






A significant change in institutional leadership (e.g. a
new president)
A significant change in the institution’s mission or
direction
A major change that is inconsistent with the
currently approved comprehensive facilities plan
A significant change in institution mission/direction
A major physical addition to the campus or a new
satellite campus

Deferring a Comprehensive Planning Update
Planning is more critical than ever, and deferring a CFP
update beyond the five year cycle is discouraged. Under
some circumstances, however, it may be necessary to
defer the CFP update process, where there is:




An unexpected change in leadership
Change in accreditation, mission or other status of
the college or university
Major damage or destruction of campus facilities.

INTRODUCTION TO THE GUIDELINES
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CFP Document Formatting Requirements

Sustainable Campuses

Section Requirements

Sustainability can be ill defined, but for purposes of the
Comprehensive Facilities Planning process, sustainable
campuses are ones that seek to deliver their academic
mission while maximizing use of space and minimizing
energy use and waste generation.

The chart below outlines briefly which sections must
be included in the document at each document stage.
Each section’s requirements are explained in greater
detail in later chapters of this document.

35%, 65% and 95% submittals:





Document Stage

Section Requirements

35% 65% 95% 100%

Document Section
Front Matter and Executive Summary

R

1: Campus Profile

O

O

R

R

2: Existing Site Conditions

R

R

R

R

3: Existing Building Conditions

R

R

R

R

4: Proposed Framework for Site Development

R

R

R

5: Proposed Framework for Building Development

R

R

R

6: Capital Budget Incremental Improvement Program

O

R

R

7: Appendices

O

R

R

R = Required
O = Optional (section may
be incomplete at this
stage)

Previous Comprehensive Facilities Plans are available
for review by appointment at the System Office,
Facilities Office – contact Michelle Gerner at
651.201.1531 for an appointment.
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Submittals of plans at the 35% and 65% review stage
shall be in electronic (.pdf) form, unless otherwise
specified
At the 95% review stage, submit one binder hard copy
and one copy in electronic form
Electronic form means a high quality publishable .pdf
file that includes all page numbers and relevant
exhibits and attachments; photos and illustrations in a
high quality, reproducible format are required.

For final (100%) submittals:












3-ring binder in 8 1/2” x 11” format AND a publishable
quality .pdf
All pages numbered by section (except Front Matter,
Tabs/Dividers)
Sections to be separated by labeled tabs
Binder to be labeled on front and spine with
institution name; comprehensive facilities plan title;
consultant firm name, name of primary contact,
address, phone, and email; date of submittal.
Font size no less than 10 points
Entire document to be capable of clear black and
white reproduction
Site maps/plans to include campus identification,
north arrow, graphic scale, and street names
Floor plans/building maps to include campus or
building identification, north arrow, and graphic scale
Printing on both sides of the page is encouraged.
Provide the system office with electronic copies of all
photos from the CFP (in uncompressed .tif or .bmp
format, 6-12 MB file size) on a separate CD or thumb
drive.
INTRODUCTION TO THE GUIDELINES
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These materials, provided by the campus or the system office, assist the campus and
the consultant in developing the Comprehensive Facilities Plan.
For instructions on working with the EMS Campus system, B3 Benchmarking, or
Capital Renewal (FRRM), please consult the Supplemental Instructions provided
within Section 3 of this document.

Checklist: Reference Materials

Provided by
System Office

Provided by
Campus

Typical Reference Materials

x

Instructions for producing Space Utilization Reports (EMS Campus)
x**

Space Utilization Reports

Capital Renewal (formerly FRRM) Reports

x

Energy/B3 Benchmarking Reports

x

Academic Plan

x

Technology Plan

x

Higher Learning Commission Self Study, AQIP Systems Portfolio

x

List of past Capital projects

x

List of past HEAPR projects

x

List of past R&R projects

x

List of other relevant regional/city documents

x

Campus existing building plans, site plans, etc.

x
x

Aerial photos of campus*
*Photos located at: http://www.minnstate.edu/system/finance/
facilities/realestate/mapping/index.html
**Before incorporating data from the Space Utilization Reports
into the CFP, please send a copy of the reports to the system office
for review to ensure the reports have run correctly.
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Comprehensive Facilities Plan Document Section Descriptions
What follows are detailed descriptions of all sections that must be included in the CFP document. For each section, you’ll find a summary of the section goals and intent
followed by a checklist of items to include in your Plan document. The checklist also indicates which draft document(s) each item should be included with. Example graphics
for each section are included after the section summary page.
Note: Example graphics from colleges and universities are shown here only to illustrate general concepts, and should not be adhered to stylistically verbatim or taken as
current factual data.

Front Matter: Cover Letters
Cover Letter #1 - Campus to the Associate Vice Chancellor
Addressed to the Associate Vice Chancellor for Facilities,
from the Campus President. This letter outlines the major
points and highlights of the Comprehensive Facilities
Plan.
Cover Letter #2 - Consultant to Campus

Required/Optional

Checklist for Front Matter

35% 65% 95% 100%
R
R R
R
R
R
R
R

Title/Cover Page
Cover letter from campus
Cover letter from consultant
Table of Contents

Required/Optional
35% 65% 95% 100%

Checklist for Executive Summary

Addressed to the Campus President from the consultant,
this letter verifies that the CFP document meets
Minnesota State Colleges and Universities CFP Update
Guidelines, and briefly describes the consultant’s scope
of work. This letter must be signed by a Minnesotaregistered architect/engineer with accompanying
registration number.

Campus space use snapshot: Summary of campus size and space allocation based on
classroom, lab, office, student support (including libraries), athletic facilities, theater or
auditorium space, food service and residential facilities (if relevant).

R

R

Summary of major vision for the campus.

R

R

Projected capital investment totals for individual capital projects, Higher Education Asset
Preservation and Replacement (HEAPR), residential and student life facilities (revenue fund)
and other projects (such as capital campaigns or other alternatively financed facilities)

R

R

Executive Summary

Summary of major demographic and enrollment issues, and strategic directions impacting
the current and proposed development

R

R

The executive summary is a clear and concise summary
of the document capturing the highlights from each
section. This section should be written last and provide a
very concise overview of the current state of the campus
facilities and proposed capital investment. The goal is to
summarize the overall plan. Consider this an abbreviated
action plan.

Current and proposed space utilization rates
Targets for reduction of energy and water consumption

R
R

R
R

Summary of key elements of how the plan will integrate academic plan/goals, integrate
technology plan, and maintain financial sustainability

R

R
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FRONT MATTER / EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1

Example executive summary
Example graphics only illustrate general concepts, and should not be adhered to stylistically verbatim or taken as current factual data.
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Example executive summary
Example graphics only illustrate general concepts, and should not be adhered to stylistically verbatim or taken as current factual data.
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Section 1: Campus Profile
Provide an overview of the campus: Its location, history,
academics, demographics, enrollment, and other
information that will shape and inform the
Comprehensive Facilities Plan.

Required/Optional

Checklist: Section 1: Campus Profile

35% 65% 95% 100%

1.1: Campus History and Characteristics
Summarize relevant history of campus leading up to current focus/configuration of
campus
Summarize prior Comprehensive Facilities Plans

R

R

R

R

R

R

R
R
R

R
R
R

R
R
R

Map showing campus location within the state

R

R

R

Map showing campus location within its town/city and proximity to nearest higher
education institutions (both Minnesota State and others)

R

R

R

Matrix showing distances to other nearby Minnesota State campuses or metro areas in
miles or driving time

R

R

R

5- to 7-county regional population analysis showing existing and projected population by
age group: ages 1-17, 18-24, 25-45, and 46-65*

R

R

R

Describe important economic indicators regionally or in the community

R

R

R

Graph or chart showing occupational employment trends in the region or state as they
affect the campus

R

R

R

Graph/chart showing actual and projected (next 5 years) FYE enrollment

R

R

R

Graph/ chart showing enrollment trends in FYE vs. total head count

R

R

R

Graph/chart showing actual and projected (next 5 years) online FYE; explain the expected
effects, if any, of projected online enrollment on on-campus enrollment

R

R

R

Graph/chart showing percentage of male and female students
Graphs/charts showing average age and race/ethnicity of students
Graphs/charts showing faculty and staff data (numbers, age, etc.)
Graphs/charts showing current academic program areas by enrollment

R
R
R
R

R
R
R
R

R
R
R
R

Describe role of campus within Minnesota State system
Describe important campus physical characteristics
Explain employment or demographic trends driving academic programs

1.2: Demographics: Regional

Subsection Highlights:
1.3: The goal is to establish demographic conditions that
drive enrollment and what population the campus
serves.

1.3: Demographics: Campus

*Data can be found at the MN State Demographic Center
website: http://mn.gov/admin/demography/
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Required/Optional

Checklist: Section 1: Campus Profile (continued)
Subsection Highlights:
1.4: It’s crucial to understand academic drivers.
Academic planning drives space requirements.

35% 65% 95% 100%

1.4: Academic Goals
Summarize campus mission statement

R

R

R

Narrative explaining academic strategic goals and Academic Plan

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

Summarize recruiting strategies regionally and nationally

R

R

R

Describe specialty programs or programs that are unique to the region or system

R

R

R

Describe significant changes or problems with course delivery techniques and how
they relate to physical space needs

R

R

R

Summarize significant academic, community, or industry partnerships

R

R

R

What specialized instruction technology needs are currently on campus? Do they need
to be upgraded?

R

R

R

Summarize current infrastructure status on campus – server rooms, hubs, computers,
mobile devices, etc. Is there any major outside technology infrastructure that could
impact facilities improvements in the future?

R

R

R

Describe how technology is integrated into current facilities planning on campus

R

R

R

How has technology improved the student support experience and how have facilities
been modified to support technology?

R

R

R

What is the college or university’s plan to address power usage from technology on
campus?

R

R

R

List of current academic programs by degree or division; list of top programs by
enrollment and their current enrollment numbers (FYE)
List of current customized training, continuing education, and workforce development
programs
Summarize curriculum and instructional goals

1.5: Technology Planning
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Example space use snapshot

Example campus square footage graph

Example enrollment trends graph

Example regional demographics table

Example enrollment charts

Example graphics only illustrate general concepts, and should not be adhered to stylistically verbatim or taken as current factual data.
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SECTION 1: CAMPUS PROFILE: EXAMPLE GRAPHICS
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Example demographics sheet

Example campus history plans

Example graphics only illustrate general concepts, and should not be adhered to stylistically verbatim or taken as current factual data.
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SECTION 1: CAMPUS PROFILE: EXAMPLE GRAPHICS
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Example proximity map
Example graphics only illustrate general concepts, and should not be adhered to stylistically verbatim or taken as current factual data.
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Section 2: Existing Site Conditions

Required/Optional

Checklist: Section 2: Existing Site Conditions

35% 65% 95% 100%

Provide an overview of the campus’s physical site
2.1: Land Management
conditions and surroundings and its relationship to its
Maps/aerial photos showing campus context in relation to city and region
neighbors. Explain how local zoning or other regulations
Maps/aerial photos showing adjacent property zoning and land uses
affect the campus site. Analyze existing and potential
Describe how zoning or other regulatory requirements affect campus planning and land
land use and/or acquisition. This section informs Sections
uses; identify the local zoning authority
4 and 5.
Maps of land held in leases; describe the terms of the leases
Subsection highlights:
Maps of proposed property acquisitions showing boundaries and proposed timeline of
acquisitions
2.1: Lays out the aerial/spatial context of campus and the
hardscape and landscape elements that must be
2.2: Landscape/Civil
addressed.
Site plan showing property lines and significant physical issues of the campus

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

Site plans/maps showing existing natural resources and landscape features including
vegetation, ponds/lakes, prairies, flood plains, wetlands, etc.; show prevailing winter
and summer winds, summer/winter sun angles

R

R

R

R

Campus landscape plan showing existing athletic fields, fencing, irrigation, trees above
6" caliper, planted areas, etc.

R

R

R

R

Site plan or narrative explaining condition of existing site features such as sidewalks,
parking lots, curbs, fields, site furnishings, etc.; identify any site improvements (curb
ramps, sidewalks/sidewalk ramps, guardrails/handrails, etc.) that do not comply with
current accessibility codes or regulations

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

If available, site plan w/ contours shown at 2-foot intervals; otherwise, note significant
slopes and storm water drainage issues/features
Map, site plan, or narrative identifying any hazardous environmental conditions on or
adjacent to campus (including underground tanks or ground contamination), or any
nearby sources of significant pollutants. Explain how these hazardous conditions are
managed and how they affect the campus site and facilities.
Site plan showing existing utility infrastructure: domestic and chilled water, steam,
natural gas, electric, alternative fuels, sanitary and storm sewer, technology (fiber optic,
broadband/cable, telephone), underground fuel tanks (the campus may choose to
maintain the plans separately from the CFP). Show where major utilities enter the
campus site.
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Required/Optional

Checklist: Section 2: Existing Site Conditions

35% 65% 95% 100%

2.3: Campus Use
Site plan delineating and identifying all campus buildings and amenities. Show major
building entrances and major circulation patterns for pedestrian, bicycle, transit, and
other vehicular traffic including service routes and fire lanes. Identify all major
accessible pedestrian routes (designated and undesignated) that comply with current
accessibility codes or regulations.

R

R

R

R

Parking analysis with site plan showing existing surface and structured parking
(including accessible spaces, access aisles, and curb ramps). Provide narrative with a
count of existing parking spaces and explanation of existing parking use patterns and
trends. Describe other existing transportation issues.

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

For campuses where public transit is available, describe existing and proposed transit
routes, their frequency and capacity, and any campus or city policies/programs that
encourage or affect transit use by students, staff, faculty, and visitors. Provide maps
showing the locations of bus stops and transit routes on and adjacent to campus.

O

O

O

For campuses where traffic and parking supply or distribution is an issue, analyze
alternative parking/traffic management policies (existing or potential) to mitigate traffic
and/or parking demand (e.g. off peak scheduling, parking fees, policies for on-campus
residential students, transit incentives, etc.). Describe parking demand during special
events—sports, conferences, community events, etc.

O

O

O

SECTION 2: EXISTING SITE CONDITIONS
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Narrative or graphics explaining current wayfinding signage and strategy. Describe
when wayfinding systems were last replaced or updated.
Graphic or narrative explaining potential demolition, mothballing, renovation, or leasing
in/out of existing space
Graphic or narrative explaining existing security services, call boxes, or other site
security features

Graphic or narrative explaining campus walkability and pedestrian features/
infrastructure
Graphics or narrative showing campus entrance points and campus monuments or "first
impressions"
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Example Regional Context Map

Example site map

Example graphics only illustrate general concepts, and should not be adhered to stylistically verbatim or taken as current factual data.
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SECTION 2: EXISTING SITE CONDITIONS: EXAMPLE GRAPHICS
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Example multi-campus distance matrix

Example site access and parking map

Example site map

Example graphics only illustrate general concepts, and should not be adhered to stylistically verbatim or taken as current factual data.
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SECTION 2: EXISTING SITE CONDITIONS: EXAMPLE GRAPHICS
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Example environmental factors map

Example utilities map

Example graphics only illustrate general concepts, and should not be adhered to stylistically verbatim or taken as current factual data.
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SECTION 2: EXISTING SITE CONDITIONS: EXAMPLE GRAPHICS
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Example landscaping/transit map
Example graphics only illustrate general concepts, and should not be adhered to stylistically verbatim or taken as current factual data.
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Example pedestrian experience map
Example graphics only illustrate general concepts, and should not be adhered to stylistically verbatim or taken as current factual data.
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Example Campus Use site plan
Example graphics only illustrate general concepts, and should not be adhered to stylistically verbatim or taken as current factual data.
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Example site photos with key plan
Example graphics only illustrate general concepts, and should not be adhered to stylistically verbatim or taken as current factual data.
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Example campus symbolism diagram

Example site circulation map

Example graphics only illustrate general concepts, and should not be adhered to stylistically verbatim or taken as current factual data.
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Section 3: Existing Building
Conditions
The goal of this section is to obtain a deep understanding
of the current condition and sustainability of existing
buildings and to understand their patterns of space use
by academic unit or program use. This understanding is
obtained by conducting an inventory of the campus’s
current academic and auxiliary assets—its classrooms,
labs, and related support spaces. This analysis informs
Sections 4 and 5.
Space Utilization/Needs Assessment
Space utilization is a critical information metric to
examine in your Comprehensive Facilities Plan, and
serves as the core foundation for campus planning and
development strategies. The primary goal in this section
is to report on trends on the baseline utilization of
campus academic space, but also to determine what
other space is being used and might be candidates for
improvements to accomplish the campus mission. As a
preliminary exercise, each campus should answer the
following fundamental questions about its space use
practices:


Does the campus have a classroom and lab
scheduling policy?



How is the policy used and updated?



Who schedules and controls space on campus—
central control or is it decentralized and controlled
by the departments or individual divisions?



How are space decisions communicated on campus?
By whom?



Have all the campus spaces been properly
categorized and accounted for? (i.e. a classroom is
identified properly)

New Space Utilization Tool
Starting with Spring term 2014, all system colleges and
universities were on a single system to track all
scheduled room utilization using a common set of
defined elements (Group Type, Event Type, Room Type
and Status). Because of the abundant amount of data
entered by the institution, it is now possible to measure
and report on space use for the entire campus using a
variety of metrics.
Academic Space Utilization
Our primary goal during the CFP process is to measure
academic, credit producing events in core academic
spaces (classrooms – 110, and class laboratories – 210).
This specific metric is included as part of the
Accountability Framework and is required in the
Comprehensive Facilities Plan, but is also critical in
determining the need for improved space. It is
important to understand how the academic, credit
producing events in core academic spaces relate to
scheduled room use for the entire campus. A breakout
of all room use for the entire campus is also required as
part of the Comprehensive Facilities Plan.
Student Support Space or other types of space use

success factor in a student entering, persisting and
completing higher education. Campuses may choose to
supplement the above information by overlaying room
use directly attributable to: learning in other academic
spaces (non-110, non-210 spaces), non-credit courses,
supplemental learning, as well as use from other
Minnesota State institutions and Independent School
Districts.
For more information, please see the EMS Reports for
the CFP supplemental instructions within this document,
or consult the Minnesota State EMS Campus Sharepoint
site.
Facilities Condition
This section is intended to produce a baseline condition
report of campus facilities, summarizing the current
status of facilities, such as campus building size and ages,
status of building backlog and renewal forecasts, a
Facilities Condition Index, current number and size of
classrooms and labs in the buildings, programming
currently residing within the buildings, and projects that
have been completed since the last Comprehensive
Facilities Plan. Current condition details will be
incorporated in the Building Data Sheets (see Checklist
3.2).
In addition to the traditional reporting details noted
above, a campus should also consider and identify:



Although the emphasis is on tracking and maximizing
the use of academic space on campus, there is growing
evidence that support space on a campus is a crucial
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Architecturally significant buildings, materials or
conditions unique to campus.




Such as specific quarry limestone for façades or
building embellishments/building materials

Historically significant or historic-registered buildings
on campus
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Hazardous material considerations, such as asbestos
abatement or other environmental or building
conditions that may impact future development



Temporary buildings and their statuses (temporary
buildings are buildings that will be on site 3 years or
less)



Academic furniture and equipment conditions



Building and security technology

The Facilities Condition Index (FCI) is a ratio describing
the amount of backlog in campus building systems and
infrastructure. This ratio takes into account an estimate
of the amount of backlog—building systems that have
operated beyond their useful life—and compares it with
the building’s estimated replacement value. Put another
way, FCI is calculated by dividing backlog by current
replacement value (CRV) of all campus facilities. FCI is
one of the critical key performance measurements and is
one of the factors used in determining priority of
reinvestment. The system used to calculate FCI is known
as Capital Renewal (formerly FRRM).
Capital Renewal tracks the backlog and renewal of
building systems. The main purpose of FRRM is to
understand the condition of a campus’s buildings and
forecast need into the future. The overall building
condition established in Capital Renewal from building
characteristics and campus estimates is used in HEAPR
and capital project requests to show your current and
future facilities needs.
For more information, please see the Capital Renewal
(formerly FRRM) Analysis of Backlog and Renewal for the
CFP supplemental instructions within this document.

Sustainability or Energy Efficiency

Energy Analysis of Future Buildings

Campuses should include a review of the sustainability
measures they track on a regular basis, identifying
progress and identifying what goals they’d like to
continue to incorporate and prioritize in their campus
development plans. At a minimum, each campus should
complete an analysis of energy and water consumption
trends. For more information, please see the Energy
Efficiency and B3 Benchmarking supplemental
instructions within this document.

All Minnesota State bonded projects—both new and
substantially renovated—that have not begun their
Schematic Design Phase prior to January 1, 2015 are
required to meet the Minnesota Sustainable Building
2030 (SB 2030) 2015-2019 Energy Standard. Minnesota
Sustainable Buildings 2030 (SB 2030) is a progressive
energy conservation program initiated by the Minnesota
Legislature in the spring of 2008. Based on the national
Architecture 2030 program, SB 2030 has been tailored to
the needs of Minnesota buildings. Like Architecture
2030, SB 2030 sets specific performance targets (Energy
Standards) for energy use in buildings compared to
representative buildings in existence in 2003. Every five
years, the total carbon emissions target from buildings is
reduced so that in 2030 a 100% reduction (net zero
carbon) is achieved.

Comparing Energy Consumption Patterns with Past
Investments
The primary goal of analyzing sustainability measures in
this section is to identify how past investments made
since the last version of the campus Comprehensive
Facilities Plan have impacted the campus’s
sustainability profile. The expectation is that these
details will also assist the campus in isolating and
identifying future projects that will meet sustainability
objectives.
Targets for Energy Reduction
The system’s collective energy reduction goal is to
achieve at least a 20% reduction in energy consumption
by 2020 when compared with the baseline year 2009.
Long term, the system maintains expectations of long
term energy consumption reductions by projects that
would increase energy efficiency or adopt renewable
energy.
During this planning process, the campus should
identify buildings or areas of buildings that are
considered high energy consumers. The campus should
rely on the B3 Energy Benchmarking website to run
energy and water reports:
https://mn.b3benchmarking.com/default.
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For new buildings compared to representative buildings
in existence in 2003, the reduction in carbon producing
fuel used for building energy is:
• 2010 - 60% reduction
• 2015 - 70% reduction
• 2020 - 80% reduction
• 2025 - 90% reduction
• 2030 - 100% reduction
The information for SB2030 can be found be found here:
http://www.b3mn.org/2030energystandard/index.html
Baseline Energy Analysis

For purposes of the CFP, the campus should:
 Run an annual trendline energy consumption report
from 2009 (the system’s established baseline
reporting year in B3) to most current complete
calendar year.
 Run an annual trendline energy consumption report
from 2010 to most current complete calendar year
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(2010 represents the Better Building Challenge
Baseline year, a federal energy consumption
reduction program)
Run an annual trendline energy consumption report
from the date of the last Comprehensive Facilities
Plan update to the most current complete calendar
year
Compare annual energy consumption trends since
the last comprehensive facilities plan update with
the completion of past capital investments, such as
capital bonding projects, HEAPR, or campus repair
and replacement investments (see example).

Comparing Energy Consumption with Capital Investments
$1,200,000
$1,000,000
$800,000
$600,000
$400,000
$200,000

To see where your campus compares with other
campuses in the system, visit:
http://mnscu.b3benchmarking.com/

$0
2011
Cap Bonding

2011
HEAPR

2013
R&R

2014

Annual Energy ktbu

Example Energy Consumption Graph
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Required/Optional

Checklist for Section 3: Existing Building Conditions

35% 65% 95% 100%

3.1: Building Analysis and Summary
Describe overall condition of campus buildings and their sustainability, energy efficiency,
and program fit issues/concerns

R

R

R

R

“Heat map” site plan of all campus buildings showing their relative energy use intensity

R

R

R

R

Describe campus FCI and outline specific deferred maintenance issues

R

R

R

R

Describe campus space utilization themes and issues

R

R

R

R

Analyze existing student housing condition and utilization

O

O

O

O

Summary of other pertinent studies or plans: emergency preparedness plan, waste
compliance, system hazardous waste, etc.

O

O

O

O

Describe (if applicable) student housing, student union/student center buildings, parking
structures, recreation/wellness structures, or other non-academic Revenue Fund
projects. List GSF of each facility.

O

O

O

O

Identify current occupancy of residence halls and count of current beds

O

O

O

O
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(See next page for Checklist, Section 3.2)

3.3: Auxiliary and Revenue Supported Programs
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Required/Optional
Space utilization “heat maps”
For the heat maps, please use only the following
utilization categories:


0-60%: Extra Low



60-85%: Low



85-100%: Normal



>100%: High

Use two different color ranges for labs and classrooms;
for example, lab utilization might be shown in shades of
green, and classroom utilization shown in shades of blue.
(See examples on page 28.)
Campuses are strongly encouraged to include, when
possible, a chart showing Classroom Utilization by
Capacity (see example graphic on page 29). Please
contact the system office for assistance if you have
trouble accessing the needed data for this analysis.
Facility Condition Index (FCI)
Minnesota State has adopted the State of Minnesota’s
scale for evaluating FCI as follows:


Less than 0.05 = Excellent



0.05-0.15 = Good



0.15-0.30 = Average



0.30-0.50 = Poor



Greater than 0.50 = Crisis

Checklist for Section 3: Existing Building Conditions

35% 65% 95% 100%

3.2: Building Data Sheets -- Include the following for each building:
Summarize current building condition
Interior and exterior photos with captions documenting building conditions, deficiencies,
or great spaces
Map/key plan showing the building in relation to the whole campus
Building floor plans showing room numbers, room sizes (NSF), square footages by level/
floor, and room use by program/department
Building Summary matrix/graphic, including:
Building GSF
Original building construction year and years of additions or significant remodels
Current Replacement Value (CRV)

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R
R
R
R

R
R
R
R

R
R
R
R

R
R
R
R

Backlog
Facility Condition Index (FCI)
5-year renewal forecast
5-year FCI

R
R
R
R

R
R
R
R

R
R
R
R

R
R
R
R

Percent of building currently mothballed (if applicable)

O

O

O

O

Roof Type

R

R

R

R

Building exterior type

R

R

R

R

Space Utilization Summary matrix/graphic with current EMS data, including:

R

R

R

R

Total number of classrooms and labs (start w/ minimum 2 year review)

R

R

R

R

Weekly room hours available

R

R

R

R

Hours used per week and hours used percentage

R

R

R

R

Seat use percentage

R

R

R

R

Describe building conditions (backlog) that affect FCI; description of other issues related
to rightsizing, space utilization, FRRM, repurposing, etc.

R

R

R

R

Summarize building deficiencies (code, structural, systems, ADA/accessibility)

R

R

R

R

"Heat map" floor plans by floor/level, showing color-coded space utilization data;
indicate source of utilization data on each page (e.g. EMS, Fall 2014)

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

Summary chart of classroom utilization by capacity (see example graphic, page 29)
HEAPR information and recommendations, including a list of all HEAPR projects
completed since the campus’s last CFP update
Describe potential future uses of the building (if different from current use)

O

O

O

O

Describe technology and equipment issues/ recommendations

O

R

R

R

B3 data analysis for the building (analysis to meter or sub meter level), if available

R

R

R

R
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Example existing buildings site plan and matrix

Example summary of building issues

Example graphics only illustrate general concepts, and should not be adhered to stylistically verbatim or taken as current factual data.
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Example building data sheet
Example graphics only illustrate general concepts, and should not be adhered to stylistically verbatim or taken as current factual data.
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`

Example building data sheet
Example graphics only illustrate general concepts, and should not be adhered to stylistically verbatim or taken as current factual data.
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Example space use plan

Example space use plan

Example graphics only illustrate general concepts, and should not be adhered to stylistically verbatim or taken as current factual data.
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Example space utilization plan

Example space utilization plan

Example graphics only illustrate general concepts, and should not be adhered to stylistically verbatim or taken as current factual data.
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Example space utilization plan

Example Classroom Utilization Analysis by Capacity

Example graphics only illustrate general concepts, and should not be adhered to stylistically verbatim or taken as current factual data.
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Example grid of existing building photos with captions

Example grid of existing building photos with captions and key plan

Example graphics only illustrate general concepts, and should not be adhered to stylistically verbatim or taken as current factual data.
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Example building data graphs

Example graphics only illustrate general concepts, and should not be adhered to stylistically verbatim or taken as current factual data.
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Example analysis of existing on-campus housing

Example sustainability analysis

Example graphics only illustrate general concepts, and should not be adhered to stylistically verbatim or taken as current factual data.
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Supplemental Instructions: Before you run EMS Campus reports for your Comprehensive Facilities Plan
1. Event Types – do all your event types match the Minnesota State standard
definitions?
a. Configuration  Other  Event Types
2. Group Types – do all your group types match the Minnesota State standard
definitions?
a. Configuration  Other  Group Types
3. Groups
a. Validate all the groups within each group type are correct
i. Reports  Statistics Group Statistics
1. Date Range Tab – set starting/ending dates to a 1-year time period
or greater
2. Date Range Tab – set format to Detail
3. Buildings = all
4. Statuses = all
5. Event types = all
6. Group types = all
7. Options = include criteria
a. Do you have any groups showing in a group type of (none)?
b. Do all your group types match the Minnesota State standard
definitions?
c. Review the Academic group type, are all groups listed your
academic departments that provide course instruction?
d. Review Academic Support group type, are all groups listed here
employees of the college/university?
e. Review Government group type, are all groups listed here state,
local or federal government groups as defined in the Minnesota
State standard definitions?
f. Other Minnesota State, are all groups listed here other
Minnesota State colleges or universities?
g. Other College or University, are all groups listed here colleges or
universities that are outside of the Minnesota State system?
h. Private, For-Profit, are all these groups as such?
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i. Private, Non-Profit, do all of the groups listed meet the criteria
on the State of Minnesota Secretary of State website?
http://mblsportal.sos.state.mn.us/
j. Individual – are the groups listed here individual (non- college/
university) related people?
k. Student Life – are the groups listed here either individual
students or student groups?
4. Terms
a. Make sure all terms that have completed or are in progress have the
Enrollment based on flag set to Actual rather than Estimated
i. Manage Terms  (select term)  (select Edit)  last drop down box is
Enrollment Based On
b. Make sure that the term has been synched a final time – this is especially
important if courses are being added after the regular term has completed
its last automatic Synchronization (e.g. CE/CT items)
5. Room Types – do all your room types match the Minnesota State standard
definitions?
a. Configuration  Facilities  Room Types
6. Rooms
a. Configuration  Facilities  Rooms
i. Buildings = (all)
ii. Classification = (all)
iii. Room Type = (110), repeat for (210), (220), (250), (520), (610), etc.
1. Review – are all of the rooms listed, the type of room you
requested?
2. Review – is the ‘yes’ Academic flag set for all academic type
rooms?
3. Review – do you have tiered classrooms typed as 610 instead of
110? Should be 110.
4. Review – do you have conference/meeting rooms typed as 110
instead of 350?
5. Review – do you have outdoor spaces labeled as indoor space?
SECTION 3: SUPPLEMENTAL INSTRUCTIONS
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Supplemental Instructions: Before you run EMS Campus reports for your Comprehensive Facilities Plan
6. Review – do you have TBD or online ‘created’ rooms typed as
indoor space (e.g. 110 or 210)?
iv. IF YOU HAVE TO MAKE CHANGES TO ROOM TYPE – CONTACT TOM
WARREN
7. Seats
a. For Academic Rooms – you need to have the number of seats correctly
populated
i. First - Determine what types of rooms courses are taught (this report
takes a LONG time to run – be patient)
1. Reports  Academic  Classroom Utilization
a. Date Range Tab - Term = run for most current fall and most
current spring
b. Date Range Tab - Format = Chart by Room Type
c. Academic Departments Tab = all
d. Course Types = all
e. Buildings = all
f. Room types = all
g. Options = check all boxes (hours per day can be anything other
than 0)
h. PRINT
ii. Now review each room type from the printout to your database
1. Configuration  Facilities  Rooms
a. Buildings = (all)
b. Classifications = (all)
c. Room Type = (enter each type – from the Print out above)
d. Filter = blank
e. Print  Setups
i. Review every room to be sure that it has an Academic Setup
populated.
iii. Reports  Academic  Classroom Utilization
a. Date Range Tab - Term = run for most current fall and most
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current spring
b. Date Range Tab - Format = Chart by Room Type
c. Academic Departments Tab = all
d. Course Types = all
e. Buildings = all
f. Room types = all
g. Options = check all boxes (hours per day can be anything other
than 0)
h. Review – If you have any rooms with seat utilization greater
than 100% -- physically validate your data. Make changes as
necessary.
iv. IF YOU HAVE TO MAKE CHANGES TO SEATS – Make change in ISRS &
Synch
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Supplemental Instructions: EMS Campus Reports for the CFP
In order to make the reporting process as streamlined and efficient as possible, system office staff have created templates for each institution to use when running reports for
the CFP. Institutions are strongly encouraged to review the Before you Run Reports for Your Comprehensive Facilities Plan document prior to running reports.
Key points:


Run all reports (except Benchmark Metrics) for a single week. Select a week during the term that does not have holidays/duty days/etc.



Use the same week for all reports.



Do not run reports for the full term/year – it will lower your utilization percentages.



Use these templates as your base. Do not alter reports to include additional information (e.g. non-credit use); instead, run the template reports and add supplemental
reports. Consult the System Office Facilities staff if you need assistance.



Discuss with your selected A/E firm what format they will need for the reports. The Appendix section of your CFP will likely need the pdf version, but if your A/E firm needs
information in Microsoft Excel, you will need to run each report twice.



Templates can be accessed by selecting report path, indicated below each report name, and using the drop down box in the upper left corner of the report to select the
CFP template(s).
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Supplemental Instructions: EMS Campus Reports for the CFP
Benchmark Metrics Report
(Reports>Statistics>Benchmark Metrics ~ run for full term)
Key Concepts

Best Practices

The Benchmark Metrics Report provides an overview of all campus resources tracked
in the EMS-Campus space scheduling software package. It includes a breakout of
space types, group types that utilize space, as well as the types of events that are
being scheduled on campus.

The campus should have all scheduled/reserved space measured in EMS-Campus. This
would include all academic related spaces (classrooms, class labs, faculty offices) all
event related spaces (auditoriums, athletic spaces, conference/meeting rooms, etc.)
and any common or casual use spaces that occasionally get scheduled (recreational
spaces, open labs, research labs).

Areas of Focus
This report is helpful to gather an overall perspective of the scope of scheduled items
on the campus. The expectation is that in addition to addressing academic, credit
generating events occurring in classrooms and class labs, items brought to light in the
CFP would include other mission related uses of space. Also, if there is a large amount
of bookings that are non-mission related, these groups and events would also be
highlighted.
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Inefficiencies
The Utilization numbers on this report should not be used in the Comprehensive
Facilities Plan; they are averaged across non-class days which will result in a lower
utilization percentage.
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Supplemental Instructions: EMS Campus Reports for the CFP
Room Utilization Report (Summary)
CFP #1 (Reports>Statistics>Room Utilization ~ run for a single week)
Key Concepts

Inefficiencies/Best Practices

The Room Utilization Report (Summary) provides an overview of the types of spaces
where credit courses are taught. This report is filtered to provide academic
department, credit producing events taught in all room types. It is run for a single
week, as running for a full term includes non-class days thus yielding a lower than
actual representation of use.

Campuses scheduling courses specifically in classrooms and class labs, are able to
capture a great majority of the hours of use, than those campuses that allow courses
to be taught in assembly spaces, conference/meeting rooms, open labs, research labs.
Campuses allowing courses to be taught in conference rooms, reduce the number of
conference rooms available for meetings, as well as remove the course ‘hours of use’
to be eliminated from the overall campus academic ‘hours of use’ calculation.
Efficiencies can be gained by establishing a classroom or class lab to be configured
more like a conference room so that the faculty/student needs can be met, and not
negatively impacting classroom use or the number of conference/meeting rooms.

Areas of Focus
By highlighting utilization in room types other than classrooms and class labs, a
campus can determine if they have an operational or a facility opportunity.
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Supplemental Instructions: EMS Campus Reports for the CFP
Room Utilization Report (Detail)
CFP #2A & CFP #2B (Reports>Statistics>Room Utilization ~ run for a single week)
Key Concepts

Best Practices/Inefficiencies

The Room Utilization Report (Detail) provides a detailed breakout of each classroom
and lab by building and its corresponding use for academic credit production. It is run
for a single week, as running for a full term ignores non-class days thus yielding a
lower than actual representation of use.

Campuses maximizing the use of ‘general’ classrooms are able to gain greater
efficiencies that those campuses that allot a number of classrooms to each or specific
departments. Centralizing unused rooms during specific days/hours allows facility
staff the opportunity to reduce energy consumption in those areas. Buildings or
portions of buildings that are unused or rarely should be considered for re-purposing,
mothballing or demolition.

Focus should be placed on those rooms with high utilization (greater than 100%),
rooms with low utilization (below 85%), and rooms that were not scheduled (unused)
during the reporting time period. Evaluation to determine if the mix of room types
and sizes currently meets the institution’s needs. Low or unused space should be
considered for re-purposing. Areas of high utilization should be reviewed for possible
expansion.
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Supplemental Instructions: EMS Campus Reports for the CFP
Hourly Room Utilization Report
CFP #4A & CFP #4B (run individually for each day of the week)
(Reports>Statistics>Room Utilization ~ run for a single week)
Key Concepts

Best Practices/Inefficiencies

The Hourly Room Utilization Report provides an overview of days and times that credit
courses are taught. This report is filtered to provide academic department, credit
producing events taught in classrooms and class labs. It is run for a single day during
the week, as running for a full week or full term camouflages the actual usage pattern.
This report is broken out by hour of the day and each block contains the percentage of
that hour the room was in use on that day.

Campuses with standardized meeting patterns (days/start times/durations) are able
to better fit courses into rooms. Like in the Room Utilization Report, those institutions
who have created a culture where resources are shared, rather than ‘owned’ by a
specific instructor or department, are able to gain greater utilization efficiencies. This
also makes scheduling for the student much easier, as the time blocks nest nicely
together. Likewise, campuses that balance the number of teaching hours across the
day/week are able to operate with a lower number of rooms and are able to focus
their dollars on better space rather than more space.

Areas of Focus
By reviewing unscheduled blocks of time, a campus can determine if they have an
operational or a facility opportunity. Additionally, focusing on subjects/courses
scheduling two (or more) rooms during the same meeting time (day/hour) may be a
good area to review operational practices or create an initiative and re-purpose
underutilized space into a space that would better meet those pedagogical needs.
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Supplemental Instructions: EMS Campus Reports for the CFP
Classroom Utilization Report (Seat Fill)
CFP #3A & CFP #3B (Reports>Academics>Classroom Utilization ~ run for a single
week)
Key Concepts
The Classroom Utilization Report provides a detailed breakout of each classroom and
lab by building and its corresponding use for academic credit production, and average
seat fill. It is run for a single week, as running for a full term includes non-class days
thus yielding a lower than actual representation of use. This report is populated with
classrooms and class labs that the institution has flagged as academic in nature. The
utilization rates on this report are NOT to be used to report room utilization.

equally their operational procedures for setting estimated/actual attendance
numbers, selecting rooms to place the course, and the sizes of rooms in their
inventory.
Best Practices/Inefficiencies
Campuses optimizing the course size to the proper room size are able to obtain better
room fill rates.

Focus should be placed on any differences between the Room Utilization Report
(Detail) and the Classroom Utilization Report. Additionally any rooms having seat fill
rates greater than 100%. Institutions with overall low seat fill rates should review
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Supplemental Instructions: Capital Renewal (formerly FRRM) Analysis of Backlog and Renewal for the CFP
Background
Capital Renewal, formerly known as the Facilities Reinvestment and Renewal Model
(FRRM), is a standalone module that contains a database of building characteristics,
campus information, and building condition that is reviewed and updated annually by
campuses and the system office. The database contains campus and building
information such as gross square feet, year built, and building type. The purpose of
the module is to record these building attributes and track the condition of your
campus and future needs. Sightlines’ model estimates the cost of backlog and
renewal needs using a formula that takes into account building age, size, complexity,
and useful life.
Building Systems in the FRRM module: Roofing, Building Exterior, Elevators, HVAC
(Equipment, Controls, and Distribution), Plumbing (Rough in and Fixtures), Built in
Equipment, and Interiors.
Building attributes: Building Number, Name, Type, Floors, GSF, Location, and Year
Built. Special considerations are also accounted for buildings that have unique needs.
The building information also distinguishes if the building is general fund, leased,
mothballed, “Other” (two-year college student housing), or revenue; and the level of
complexity of the building systems.
Comprehensive Facilities Plan requirements
Campuses should run the most current reports available to evaluate backlog and
renewal needs and forecast a strategy to reduce their backlog and improve energy
efficiencies of their buildings.
The Sightlines website contains the reports that are required. To access the website
you must use Google Chrome as your browser.


The web address and login are located at http://capitalrenewal.sightlines.com/.



Reports can be found at “Benchmarks & Analytics” under “Capital Renewal

Key Reports to run for the Comprehensive Facilities Plan

Reports”.
Campus Condition Reports
The Comprehensive Facilities Plan requires an evaluation of current building
conditions and recommendations for how to improve conditions on campuses.
Campuses should run three (3) types of capital renewal reports to understand current
campus conditions and develop a reinvestment recommendation in the plan. The
reports include:
1.
2.
3.

There are three different scenarios to run and consider:
1.
2.
3.
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All Buildings (Report 2.1.2)
Backlog and 10 Year Forecast by Sub-System (Report 5.5.1)
Overall Summary by Campus (Report 10.4)

All Sub-Usage Types: General Fund (GF), Leased, Mothballed, Other, and
Revenue. This captures all square footage on a campus.
General Fund/Academic only: GF, Leased, Mothballed, and Other. This captures
square footage that is eligible for HEAPR and capital bonding dollars.
Revenue Fund only: For campuses with revenue fund facilities.
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Supplemental Instructions: Capital Renewal (formerly FRRM) Analysis of Backlog and Renewal for the CFP
Key Points





2.1.2 All Buildings Report

Run all reports for the most current year available
For trend analysis, include a minimum of 3 years, but no more than 5 years
Use the standard reports as your base data
Discuss the preferred formatting with your architect —Excel, pdf, or other. Excel is
typically preferred for ease of analysis.

Purpose
This report should be used to construct building data sheets and to differentiate
academic, mothballed, other and revenue fund space. The report should be used for
both current and future campus needs analysis. Campuses should update their gross
square footage profile in Capital Renewal, and should have all building details in their
current state.
Key Analysis
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Run five years’ worth of data to compare square footage trends.
Sort the report by age of building and compare age and total square footage.
Calculate the percentage of square footage with original construction dates more
than 40 years ago.
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Supplemental Instructions: Capital Renewal (formerly FRRM) Analysis of Backlog and Renewal for the CFP

5.5.1 Backlog & 10 Year Forecast By Sub-System

10.4 Overall Summary By Campus

Purpose
This report should be used to summarize the key metrics of facilities condition, and
also includes the percent of average annual renewal compared to current
replacement value.
Purpose
This report should be used to construct building data sheets and to identify buildings
and campuses with the highest backlog and long term need for renewal or
reinvestment. An indicator called the Facilities Condition Index (FCI) is a ratio of
backlog divided by Current Replacement Value (CRV). Generally, buildings with FCI
above 0.15 are candidates for reinvestment or consideration of decommissioning.

Key Characteristics


In their final plan, campuses should plan for between 1.5% - 3% of reinvestment
per year through a blend of funding mechanisms.

Key Analysis










Campuses should use the data in the report to prioritize buildings in need of
capital or revenue bonding, HEAPR or Energy Savings Performance Contracting.
The campus should consider downloading at least 3 years of data and comparing
trends
Include a graph that shows current campus backlog and projected renewal needs
by campus
Include FCI by building compared to GSF of buildings
Include a graph that compares building FCI by building age
Compare the backlog and renewal list with what has been completed on the
campus since the last Comprehensive Facilities Plan update.
Compare the FCI by building to seat utilization by building to aid in consideration
of decommissioning.
For campuses with an FCI exceeding the current system average of 0.10, consider
a targeted strategy to reduce FCI at or below the system average and estimate
how much funding that reduction in FCI would require.
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Supplemental Instructions: Energy Efficiency and B3 Benchmarking
The energy and water used on campus is tracked in the Buildings, Benchmarks, &
Beyond (B3) website. The B3 website stores campuses’ building and utility data. The
energy currently used and anticipated for use in the future should be discussed in
the CFP, including known energy use changes, changes in programs, or changes in
GSF. Copies of the reports generated through the B3 Benchmarking website must be
included in your CFP Appendix.

The public B3 portal, located at http://mnscu.b3benchmarking.com/, is used to
analyze and compare campuses. There are four ways to view and compare your
energy data. One of the main metrics for comparison is Energy Usage Intensity (EUI),
which is the usage expressed in kBtu divided by square footage. Find your EUI (kBtu/
GSF) in the ranking and comment on it within the CFP in comparison to your college
and other colleges’ EUI.
You should also sign into the main B3 website and view your college. If you are a new
user you can gain access by request at https://mn.b3benchmarking.com/RequestAccess.

Example EUI graph.
Comment on the use of water. A graph can be produced by clicking on Water Mode
then Water Monthly Continuous compared to Baseline. Include the graph in the CFP.

The Main B3 website is located at https://mn.b3benchmarking.com.
To enter the website, sign in and then click on this button:

Here you will find the campus history for energy, water, meter information, and
building characteristics. Clicking on the REPORTS tab will provide you access to several
established reports and an option for custom reports where you can modify reports
for your needs.
Print out a graph that shows your EUI over time compared to Baseline. The EUI
graph can be produced by clicking on Energy Mode then Total Energy Dashboard
option under reports. Within the CFP, comment on the changes that affected the
energy consumption. For example, this could be installing new, efficient equipment,
behavioral changes, or addition of renewables.
Example water use graph.
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Supplemental Instructions: Energy Efficiency and B3 Benchmarking
Minnesota State has recognized the benefit of energy efficiency and conservation at
our colleges and universities.
The following are targets and goals that Minnesota State has committed to achieve or
adopt as encouraged or required by the Governor’s Executive Orders and by state
statute.

Targets for Energy Reduction

Office of Enterprise Sustainability
The system office represents Minnesota State institutions at meetings of the State of
MN Office of Enterprise Sustainability. At these meetings, state agencies report
current energy usage and compare it to state goals.
The goal established in Executive Order 11-12 states a requirement to reduce energy
usage by 20%. The system office recognizes this requirement and has chosen 2009 as
the baseline to compare to the current year.

SB2030 Requirement
Minnesota Sustainable Building 2030 (SB 2030) is a progressive energy conservation
program initiated by the Minnesota Legislature in the spring of 2008. Based on the
national Architecture 2030 program, SB 2030 has been tailored to the needs of
Minnesota buildings. Like Architecture 2030, SB 2030 sets specific performance
targets (Energy Standards) for energy use in buildings compared to representative
buildings in existence in 2003. Every five years, the total carbon emissions target from
buildings is reduced so that in 2030 a 100% reduction (net zero carbon) is achieved.
For new buildings compared to representative buildings in existence in 2003, the
reduction in carbon producing fuel used for building energy is:
 2010 - 60% reduction
 2015 - 70% reduction
 2020 - 80% reduction
 2025 - 90% reduction
 2030 - 100% reduction

Strategies for Reducing Energy Use
The CFP should include a plan that shows where the campus is now in terms of
energy use and how the campus plans to reduce consumption in the future.
Here are some examples of what a plan could include:
 Identify major equipment or space that uses the most energy. To do this,
use B3 to identify highest EUI buildings.
 Reduce hours of operation.
 Recommission your buildings for energy efficiency.
 Consolidate space and decommission areas of low use.
 Concentrate on HEAPR and/or GO bond funding for replacing energyconsuming equipment and installing controls.
 Take advantage of the Guaranteed Energy Savings Program (GESP)
administered by the Department of Commerce.
 Institute behavior-based programs for energy conservation.

All Minnesota State bonded projects above a certain size—both new and substantially
renovated—will be required to meet the Minnesota Sustainable Building 2030 (SB
2030) Energy Standard.
The information for SB2030 can be found here:
http://www.b3mn.org/2030energystandard/index.html
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Section 4: Proposed Framework
for Site Development
Provide graphics and a narrative explaining proposed
campus site development. Explain how those
improvements relate to existing conditions on campus.
Coordinate with Section 2: Existing Site Conditions.
Proposed site development projects should:


Be financially sustainable



Be supported by current or projected enrollment or
by specific program needs



Follow sustainability guidelines



Integrate principles outlined in the Strategic
Framework



Only propose new square footage after analysis has
eliminated other possibilities for remodeling/
refurbishing existing buildings.

Required/Optional

Checklist: Section 4: Proposed Framework for Site Development

35% 65% 95% 100%

* Coordinate with Section 2 (Existing Site Conditions)
R

R

R

R

R

R

Proposed and existing site boundaries

R

R

R

Landscaping
Vehicular and pedestrian circulation and wayfinding, including service routes and fire
lanes

R

R

R

R

R

R

Parking reduction or expansion

R

R

R

Mass transit circulation/infrastructure

R

R

R

Proposed infrastructure changes/improvements; sustainability improvements

R

R

R

Safety issues or solutions

R

R

R

Building demolition, renovations, or additions

R

R

R

Property acquisitions or decommissioning

R

R

R

New or existing site artwork

R

R

R

Potential real estate partnerships

R

R

R

Landscape preservation plan

O

O

O

Watershed analysis

O

O

O

Where applicable, explain the effects of proposed site or building development projects
on the capacities of existing utilities.

O

O

O
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Describe campus goals and overall strategy for site development
Site plans for short-, medium-, and long-term timeframes, to include:
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Example site plan showing short term framework
Example graphics only illustrate general concepts, and should not be adhered to stylistically verbatim or taken as current factual data.
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Example site plan showing long term framework
Example graphics only illustrate general concepts, and should not be adhered to stylistically verbatim or taken as current factual data.
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Example site plan showing long term framework

Example graphics only illustrate general concepts, and should not be adhered to stylistically verbatim or taken as current factual data.
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Example proposed landscape site plan

Example graphics only illustrate general concepts, and should not be adhered to stylistically verbatim or taken as current factual data.
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Example site plan showing potential acquisitions

Example graphics only illustrate general concepts, and should not be adhered to stylistically verbatim or taken as current factual data.
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Section 5: Proposed Framework for
Building Development
Provide graphics and a narrative explaining proposed
campus building development. Explain how those
improvements relate to existing conditions on campus.
The goals for this section include:

Required/Optional

Checklist: Section 5: Proposed Framework for Building Development

35% 65% 95% 100%

* Coordinate with Section 3 (Existing Building Conditions)
Describe campus goals and overall strategy for building development

R

R

R

Building floor plans for short-, medium-, and long-term timeframes; identify proposed
projects, including (as applicable):

R

R

R

Building demolitions, additions, renovations, renewal, and remodeling

R

R

R

Sustainability improvements

R

R

R

HEAPR projects

R

R

R

Historic asset preservation

R

R

R

Proposed building development projects should:

Infrastructure/ R&R

R

R

R



Be financially sustainable

Mothballing/decommissioning of rooms or spaces

R

R

R



Be supported by current or projected enrollment or
by specific program needs

Other alterations of existing conditions

R

R

R

O

O

O
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Provide an overview of campus capital investment



Provide a list/explanation of capital campaign sites
or alternative funding



Provide details of any GESP projects



Follow sustainability guidelines



Integrate principles outlined in the Strategic
Framework



Only propose new square footage after analysis has
eliminated other possibilities for remodeling/
refurbishing existing buildings.

Analysis or description of future sustainability/energy projects: Compliance w/ B3
guidelines and Sustainable Building 2030 goals, energy benchmarking, geothermal or
solar heating/cooling, roofing studies, President's Climate Commitment (if applicable)

Coordinate with Section 3: Existing Building Conditions.
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Example floor plan showing short term framework
Example graphics only illustrate general concepts, and should not be adhered to stylistically verbatim or taken as current factual data.
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Example floor plan showing short-, mid-, and long-term framework
Example graphics only illustrate general concepts, and should not be adhered to stylistically verbatim or taken as current
factual data.
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Example schematic plan showing proposed capital projects
Example graphics only illustrate general concepts, and
should not be adhered to stylistically verbatim or taken as
current factual data.
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Section 6: Capital Budget
Improvement Program

Required/Optional

This is the most critical section of the document; it must Checklist: Section 6: Capital Budget Incremental Improvement Program
have a complete listing of projects that improve
* Coordinate with Sections 4 and 5 (Site and Building Development)
conditions and space utilization reflecting demographics
Table or matrix listing and prioritizing all proposed projects. Include:
and partnerships. The prioritized list should include each
Project description
project’s dollar amount, square feet affected, timeframe,
Estimated project cost
and sources of funding. Coordinate with Sections 4 and 5.
Estimated area affected (square feet)
The list should be prioritized by funding source:
Timeframe (short-, mid-, or long-term)
A. Capital Budget
B.

HEAPR

C.

Revenue Fund

35% 65% 95% 100%
R

R

R

R

R

R

O

R

R

O

R

R

R

R

R

O

R

R

O

O

O
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Funding source (Capital Budget, campus R&R, HEAPR, Revenue Fund, Recommissioning, other)
Narrative explaining rationale behind major projects and their campus impact

D. Campus funded
E.

Alternative Finance:

i. GESP
Ii. Donations
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Example project matrix
Example graphics only illustrate general concepts, and should not be adhered to stylistically verbatim or taken as current factual data.
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Example multi-campus project matrix
Example graphics only illustrate general concepts, and should not be adhered to stylistically verbatim or taken as current factual data.
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Example capital project descriptions
Example graphics only illustrate general concepts, and should not be adhered to stylistically verbatim or taken as current factual data.
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Section 7: Appendix

Required/Optional

Checklist: Section 7: Appendix

35% 65% 95% 100%

The Appendix houses documents that contribute to the
* Verify with campus which documents to include.
overall Comprehensive Facilities Plan, including the
History: Campus history, brief history of prior master/comprehensive plans, legislative
Academic Master Plan and Technology Master Plan. They
mandates
help make the CFP a comprehensive “living document.”
Glossary/definitions that are specific to this CFP
The Appendix must include all EMS Campus space
utilization reports that are generated by the campus, as
well as a copy of the current campus room scheduling
policy. For more information, please see the EMS Reports
for the CFP supplemental instructions starting on page 33
of this document, or consult the Minnesota State EMS
Campus SharePoint site.

O

O

O

O
R

O
R

Complete copies of all EMS Campus space utilization reports for the campus

O

O
R

Campus Room Scheduling Policy
Assessments/data for mechanical or electrical systems, roof surveys, utility information,
infrastructure information, etc.; include copies of all FRRM reports and B3 reports
Technology master plan

O

R

R

R

O

R

R

R

O

R

R

Academic master plan

O

R

R

Comprehensive security plan

O

O

O

Landscape master plan

O

O

O

Residential life plan
Status of sustainability efforts or other campus-specific issues that impact the need for
space

O

O

O

O

O

O

Meeting notes
List of other academic partners or affiliations
List of public and private partnerships

O

O
R
R
R

O
R
R
R

R

R

O

O
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AQIP Systems Portfolio
Higher Learning Commission Self Study
Other studies: Historic asset preservation, technology management, emergency
preparedness, waste compliance, system hazardous waste
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Definitions
Accessible/accessibility: Will be used in this document to
refer to elements in the built environment that comply
with the requirements of the Minnesota Accessibility
Code (Minnesota Rules Chapter 1341) that is
applicable at the time the CFP document is finalized.
Minnesota code is based on the federal ADA
Accessibility Guidelines (ADAAG). Comprehensive
Facilities Plans shall not make use of any form of the
words “disability” or “handicap” when referring to
accessible features or elements.
Backlog: Backlog is a the amount of deferred
maintenance of building systems that are past their
normal useful life, and are used in calculating a campus
or building’s Facilities Condition Index. Backlog is
reported in dollars, and is a component tracked in the
Facilities Reinvestment & Renewal Model (FRRM).

Campus: Throughout this document, campus will refer
to the institution (college or university). Physical
campus or campus site will be used to refer to an
institution’s individual campus locations, where
applicable.
Capital Renewal (formerly FRRM): This is a tool that the
system colleges and universities use to forecast their
backlog, renewal, current replacement values and
facilities condition indexes. Renewal is another
component of deferred maintenance forecasting and
means an expected dollar cost replacement for those
building systems that are expected to reach their
useful life within 5 or 10 years from the present day.
Community Solar Gardens: Solar is the source of
producing electricity. The garden is an array of solar

panels owned by a developer who shares the saving
with customer credit issued by a utility company. The
gardens are also sustainable and can be looked at in
your goals in energy production.

President’s Climate Commitment: Presidents signing the
Commitment are pledging their institution to eliminate
its contribution to global warming over time. This
includes establishing an institutional structure to
oversee the development and implementation of the
Current Replacement Value (CRV): CRV is specific to the
school’s program; completing an emissions inventory
Facilities Reinvestment & Renewal Model (FRRM) tool
within a year and annually thereafter; establishing a
and represents a total building replacement value
climate neutrality action plan; taking some immediate
derived by multiplying the building or campus square
steps to reduce greenhouse gas emissions; integrating
footage by the building type multiplier (simple,
sustainability into the curriculum; and making their
complex, etc.). The CRV is updated annually based on
climate action plan, inventory, and progress reports
inflation.
publicly available.
Deferred Maintenance: Deferred maintenance is
Renewable energy systems: Typically systems that
tracked by the system in two primary parts: backlog
produce electricity from solar, windmills, or
and renewal. Backlog is the amount of deferred
geothermal. Renewables can enhance your plan for
maintenance of building systems that are past their
sustainability and lower your dependence on utilities.
normal useful life. Renewal is a forecast of those
building systems that are expected to reach their
Repair and Replacement (R&R): Repair and Replacement
useful life within 5 or 10 years. This data is developed
is a specialized definition for campus funded repair and
by each campus and entered into the Capital Renewal
in-kind replacement of physical elements of facilities
(formerly FRRM) system on an annual basis.
and fixed equipment, such as boilers, pumps, and other
building systems. Under current system procedures,
EMS: The EMS Campus system, brought online for all
campuses are required to invest at least $1.00 per
Minnesota State campuses in spring term of 2014,
square foot annually for repair and replacement.
tracks space utilization data.
Useful Life: Useful life presents the expected longevity of
Facilities Condition Index (FCI): The Facilities Condition
key building system components, and is a key
Index is a nationally recognized asset management
characteristic when calculating backlog and renewal
standard. “FCI” is a ratio of Deferred Maintenance
forecasts and in reviewing a building’s condition in that
Backlog (Backlog) divided by the Current
many building systems are original to the building’s
Replacement Value (CRV). A college or university FCI
initial construction date. The useful life of a building
is contained within a tool known as the Facilities
system (such as roofs, boilers and air handlers) may
Reinvestment & Renewal Model (FRRM). Another
have lapsed and the system may be in need of a
way of describing FCI is as the percentage of campus
replacement.
building in backlog status (for example, an FCI of 0.10
represents 10% of a campus in backlog).
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